





























The Systematization of the Negative Suffix in the 
Kansai Dialect of Japanese
ケビン  ヘファナン
Kevin Heffernan
This research is motivated by the claim that the Japanese spoken by teenagers and young adults 
has become chaotic (Jinnouchi 2007). In order to test this claim, the two-way distinction be-
tween realis and irrealis (Niwa 2005) in the negative suffix system of the Kansai dialect of Jap-
anese was investigated. I hypothesized that if the spoken Japanese of the younger generations 
is indeed becoming more chaotic and personalized at the expense of established grammatical 
rules, then this two-way distinction in the negative system should also be weakening. The re-
sults of the investigation confirm that the realis-irrealis system has disappeared. However, it is 
gone from the negative system of ages of speakers, not just the younger speakers. Furthermore, 
an orderly and systematic phonological system has replaced it in the Japanese of the youngest 
generations. This result is contrary to the claim that the Japanese of the youngest speakers is 
chaotic.
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 性別：F 女性；M 男性
 年齢グループ：2：高校生；3：大学生；4：24歳〜 29歳；5：30歳〜 39歳；6：40歳〜 49歳；7：50歳〜 59歳；8：60歳〜 69歳；9：70歳〜 79歳 
17
















































「A prototypical realis mode strongly asserts 
that a specific event or state has actually 
happened, or actually holds true. A prototypical 
irrealis mode... makes no claims with respect 









（3） I wish I had a million dollars.
 I am able to earn a million dollars. 




















































































































高校生 大学生 若い社会人 中高年 高齢者 総計
女性 3 5 5 6 5 24










































































































































 仮定 終止 連体 連用 総計
ない 43% 23% 25% 20% 24%
ひん 0% 5% 5% 1% 5%
へん 16% 49% 34% 8% 44%
ん 41% 22% 35% 71% 27%
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 ⅱ．勉強しかしいひんよ。[KSJ/034/M/2]













ない 61 （10.8%） 37 （24.8%） 56 （10.4%）
ひん 0 （0%） 76 （51.0%） 0 （0%）
へん 187 （33.2%）23 （15.4%）417 （77.5%）
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